Typical Cross Section: Blanco Road (South Davis Road to West Alisal Street)

**Existing**

74' Paved Width
105' ROW

**Proposed**
- Eastbound: Shoulder 3', Bike Lane 2', Mixed-Flow Travel 14', Mixed-Flow Travel 11', Bike Lane 3', Shoulder 14', Setback 10'
- Westbound: Shoulder 11', Bike Lane 11', Mixed-Flow Travel 11', Bike Lane 3', Shoulder 5', Setback 10'

74' Paved Width
105' ROW

- Bicycle and transit will utilize south side of Blanco Road, avoiding conflicts. Provide dedicated right-turn lane to Blanco Road.
- Requires widening of eastbound direction to add second travel lane.
- Provide enhanced treatments to facilitate cycle track movements across Blanco Rd.
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